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Washington State Issues a Draft List of High Priority Chemical

The Washington state law Children's Safe Products Act 2008 (CSPA) restricted the amount of lead, 
cadmium and phthalates permissible in children's products and cited the requirements pertaining to "High 
Priority Chemical" that can be found in children's products. However, the state has decided to pursue the 
CPSIA requirements, withdrawing the lead, phthalates and cadmium requirements under state law, but 
keep the high priority chemicals requirements. 

The Department of Ecology in Washington is required to identify a list of toxic chemicals that children 
are potentially exposed to from various products. The department is using a pilot rule development 
process to field-test the draft rule, and the pilot rule is now being voluntarily tested by a group of 
children’s products manufacturers. Under the pilot rule-making process, the state and product-makers 
will learn how to best implement the chemical reporting process. The department will make use of the 
field-test results for helping to issue the rules. 

The Challenge:

Beginning six months after the rules have been adopted; manufacturers shall provide notice to the 
department if listed chemicals are present in any of their children's products. The notice must be filed 
annually with the department and must include the following information: 

1. The name of the chemical used or produced and its chemical abstracts service registry 
number; 

2. A brief description of the product or product component containing the substance; 
3. A description of the function of the chemical in the product; 
4. The amount of the chemical used in each unit of the product or product component. The 

amount may be reported in ranges, rather than the exact amount; 
5. The name and address of the manufacturer and the name, address, and phone number of 

a contact person for the manufacturer; and 
6. Any other information the manufacturer deems relevant the appropriate use of the product.

The Solution:

Intertek, an internationally accredited laboratory, offers an extensive variety of solutions and services to a 
wide range of industries. We have earned the confidence of our clients with consistent professionalism 
and accuracy in our testing services.  

Should you have any query on the above news, please contact Ms. Yandy Pak at Tel: (852) 2173-8644 / 
Fax to (852) 2785-8570 / Email: intertek.tfh.info@intertek.com
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